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Physical Separation







PDP-8
Electromagnetic emissions –
AM radio plays!

User groups offered multiple “music” compilers



What is secure?

Two examples for you

Both very PERSONAL to me



OpenSSL



OpenSSL

 Time to decrypt
• Revealed “how many zeros” were in the private key



OpenSSL

 Time to decrypt
• Revealed “how many zeros” were in the private key

One account – blamed it on multicore



Meltdown and Spectre



2017: Unprecedented research results find generic 
security holes that exist in virtually all processors.

https://meltdownattack.com/ (system hosted at Graz University of Technology) 

server processors, desktop processors, tablet processors, cellphone processors, etc.
Intel, AMD, IBM, ARM (Qualcomm, Apple, Broadcom), etc.

https://meltdownattack.com/


Meltdown and Spectre

“Architectural state”
a) Deduce secrets from out-of-order execution of instructions that are not 

committed. (Meltdown)

b) Deduce secrets from speculative execution of instructions on paths that 
are not executed (therefore instructions are not committed).  (Spectre)



Assumptions – things change
Today’s barriers can disappear

 Separations disappear - or are not real
multiplexed communications can be hacked
 shared state: physical separations do not persist 
 Cost to do an exploit

• in resources, money, time
 Value of secrets

• Value of available information becomes precious
 Assumptions are not always clear even when they are there



Side channel: Two steps

Ask to grab data that you are no allowed to see – in an 
instruction the processor will never commit or complete 
(because the processor knows that we should never see the 
data).

Quickly cause a side-effect based on the data, which will 
leave a detectable footprint behinds from which we can 
infer something about the protected data.  Warm cache line, 
warm TLB entry/page table, etc.

The secret leaks though this side channel for later 
inspection, even if the processor and /or operating systems 
cancel the code that read data and caused the side effect.



Side channels lead to exploits
Meltdown and Spectre show the existence of “side channels.”

Side channels allow secrets to be inferred even though they are otherwise 
protected (not disclosed directly).

Power Consumption
Electromagnetic Radiation
Injection of Faults
Acoustic Sounds

Just because we can see secrets, doesn’t mean we know how to exploit 
them (to use them for evil). Put another way: we know side channels exist, 
so we need to fear exploits – and we need to close side channels.



The obvious?
Quantum and AI



United – do we know?

Claims
Warrants
then “not possible”

Chris Roberts, a US security researcher, CLAIMS that he hacked the in-flight entertainment systems on several flights and 
on one flight gained access to the plane’s thrust management computer and briefly changed its course.

In a warrant application filed in April, FBI agent Mark Hurley said that Mr. Roberts made noticeable changes to the 
aircraft.
“(Roberts) stated that he thereby caused one of the airplane engines to climb resulting in a lateral or sideways movement 
of the plane during one of these flights,” he wrote.

The document states that Roberts claimed to have compromised the in-flight entertainment systems of around 20 flights 
in the past four years. He achieved this by connecting his laptop to the electronics box under his seat after prying it open.



Operation Fortitude



Inflatable Tanks



What will you do to make things useful,  safe, and 
make both qualities last? 



More importantly: what are we NOT thinking about 
today, that we will be able to exploit in two decades?
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